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Purpose of This Statement

“America’s leadership and national security rest on our commitment to educate and prepare our youth for active engagement in the international community. I call on schools, teachers, students, parents, and community leaders to promote understanding of our nations and cultures by encouraging our young people to participate in activities that increase their knowledge of and appreciation for global issues, languages, history, geography, literature, and the arts of other countries.” President George W. Bush

The Committee for Economic Development (CED) has long been a business voice on education reform and globalization. From preschool to higher education, recent CED reports such as Cracks in the Education Pipeline (2005), Preschool for All (2002), and Measuring What Matters: Using Assessment and Accountability to Improve Student Learning (2001) have called for reform of our school system to prepare today’s children to become tomorrow’s educated workforce. CED’s globalization statements have focused on enhancing the education and training of the workforce to maintain U.S. economic competitiveness. Such reports include Making Trade Work (2005), Promoting U.S. Economic Growth and Security through Expanding World Trade: A Call for Bold American Leadership (2003), and American Workers and Economic Change (1996).

In the policy community at large, the education reform movement of the 1980s and 1990s urged a greater focus on standards and accountability in our schools, particularly in subjects such as reading, science and mathematics. At the same time, however, the globalization of the world’s economies has created a host of new and different demands on our workforce, our citizens, and our students. CED is concerned that the recent trends in these two policy areas may be pulling us in opposite directions. Full participation in this new global economy will require not just competency in reading, mathematics and science, but also proficiency in foreign languages and deeper knowledge of other countries and cultures. Our efforts in education reform must be harmonized with global realities if we are to confront successfully a multitude of new and growing challenges to America’s security and prosperity.

We are now at a critical moment in our history. The September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks demonstrated to many Americans that movements from across the globe impact our country in ways never before imagined. Despite America’s status as an economic, military and cultural superpower, we risk becoming narrowly confined within our own borders, lacking the understanding of the world around us that is essential to our continued leadership role in the world community. The day has long passed when a citizen could afford to be uninformed about the rest of the world and America’s place in that world. CED therefore believes it is critical to ensure that all students become globally competent citizens who will lead our country in the twenty-first century.
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As we begin the twenty-first century, technological, economic, political, and social forces have created a new era. Technological advancements and lower trade barriers have paved the way for the globalization of markets, bringing intense competition to the U.S. economy. Political systems and movements around the world are having a profound impact on our national security, as well as on our human security. The increasing diversity of our workplaces, schools, and communities is changing the face of our society. To confront the twenty-first century challenges to our economy and national security, our education system must be strengthened to increase the foreign language skills and cultural awareness of our students. America's continued global leadership will depend on our students' abilities to interact with the world community both inside and outside our borders.

While globalization is pushing us to expand our students' knowledge, the education reform movement, though laudable in its objectives, has led many schools to narrow their curricula. Reforms like those outlined in the No Child Left Behind Act of 2002 (NCLB) hold states accountable for student achievement in reading, science, and mathematics, thereby encouraging schools to devote more time to these subjects. While students certainly need to master reading, science and math, schools must move beyond these subjects if they are to prepare students for our global society. Many schools do not afford all children the opportunity to study foreign languages and learn about other countries and cultures.

Approximately one-third of seventh to twelfth grade students study a foreign language and fewer than one-in-ten college students enroll in a foreign language class. Introductory language courses continue to dominate enrollments. Spanish, the most commonly studied foreign language, accounts for nearly 70 percent of enrollments in secondary schools and just over 50 percent of enrollments in institutions of higher education. Few students study the less-commonly taught “critical languages” that are crucial to national security, such as Arabic, Chinese, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Persian/Farsi, Russian, and Turkish. While Arabic is attracting an increasing number of students, it still accounts for just 0.8 percent of foreign-language enrollments in American postsecondary institutions.

State high school graduation requirements often include only minimal course work in international studies, such as world history, geography, political science, and area studies, and some states require none at all. As a result, many students only have rudimentary knowledge of the geography and culture of world regions. Approximately one percent of undergraduates study abroad, and teacher education requires few courses on international topics. We cannot afford to give our students a pass on developing the understanding of other cultures and world regions that will be vital to America's prosperity in the coming decades.

Outside of school, the American public gets most of its information on international trends and issues from the media. The media can play an important role in increasing Americans' knowledge of foreign affairs by devoting more time to coverage of world events in their local broadcasts. Our continued ignorance jeopardizes both American economic prosperity and national security.

To compete successfully in the global marketplace, U.S.-based multinationals as well as small businesses must market products to customers around the
globe and work effectively with foreign employees and business partners. Our firms increasingly need employees with knowledge of foreign languages and cultures. For example, cultural competence and foreign language skills can prove invaluable when working on global business teams or negotiating with overseas clients.

The need for foreign language skills is even more acute for our national security. The FBI and other federal government agencies lack sufficient linguists to translate intelligence information in critical languages in a timely manner. Furthermore, our diplomatic efforts often have been hampered by a lack of cultural awareness. President George W. Bush has encouraged Americans to learn the languages and cultures of the Middle East, and in early 2006 introduced the National Security Language Initiative to increase the number of Americans with advanced proficiency in critical languages. This new initiative proposes increased funding for early language education in elementary schools, expanding the number of foreign language teachers, and strengthening immersion and study abroad programs.

It is increasingly important that America be better versed in the languages, cultures, and traditions of other world regions, particularly the Middle East, so we can build a more secure future for both our nation and the world. As citizens of the world, we must teach our students the importance of working well with other countries to advance our common goals of peace and prosperity.

In 1998, television interviewer Larry King asked former President Gerald Ford—then 85 years old—what he worried about most for our country. President Ford replied: “I worry about the possibility we might drift back into isolationism.” America must be engaged with the rest of the world: an isolated or insulated America is an America in jeopardy. When attacked by a terrorist movement from beyond our shores, as we were on September 11, 2001, we must resist the impulse to circle the wagons—to cut ourselves off from the rest of the world. In short, we must re-define, as each generation has done, what it means to be an educated American in a changing world. The educated American of the twenty-first century will need to be conversant with at least one language in addition to his or her native language, and knowledgeable about other countries, other cultures, and the international dimensions of issues critical to the lives of all Americans.

CED recommends that international content be taught across the curriculum and at all levels of learning, to expand American students’ knowledge of other countries and cultures. At the federal level, legislative incentives to design and create model schools with innovative approaches to teaching international content can help develop programs that can be replicated in all schools, and thereby provide a new generation of students with global learning opportunities. Increased professional development funding will assist teachers in incorporating international perspectives in their classes, so that international knowledge can be integrated into each state’s K-12 curriculum standards and assessments. Efforts now underway in high school reform should require high school graduates to demonstrate proficiency in at least one language in addition to English, and include in-depth knowledge of at least one global issue or the history, culture, and geography of at least one world region. Colleges and universities should internationalize their campuses, by, among other things, devoting more resources to expand study-abroad opportunities. The business community itself can play an important role in internationalizing American education by supporting programs that promote increased international knowledge throughout the education pipeline.

To improve our national security, CED recommends expanding the training pipeline at every level of education to address the paucity of Americans fluent in foreign languages, especially critical, less-commonly taught languages such as Arabic, Chinese, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Persian/Farsi, Russian, and Turkish. The federal government should expand its support for loan forgiveness and fellowships for students who pursue careers as language professionals in critical languages. Additionally, funding should be increased for federal programs supporting increased foreign language education in the elementary grades, as well as developing a pipeline for critical language learning. Business schools, in particular, should institute foreign-language requirements and include courses on world regions that are growing in economic
and business importance. Governors should provide incentives for alternative teacher certification routes to encourage native speakers of critical languages to become foreign language teachers.

Finally, CED recommends that national leaders—political leaders, as well as the business and philanthropic communities, and the media—inform the public about the importance of improving education in foreign languages and international studies. Both national and state leaders should discuss ways to strengthen the international and language education of American students. Business leaders must champion the issues of international studies and foreign language education by articulating why globally literate employees are essential to their success in a global economy. Through partnerships with local schools and universities, business can support international education efforts, and even provide more international internships for American students. Private philanthropic foundations should support projects to increase international content in the curriculum, as well as innovative approaches to teaching and learning about other world regions. The media should increase their coverage of the important international trends and issues that affect Americans’ economic and national security.

The time to act is now. Keeping America’s economy competitive requires that we maintain our position as a leader in the global marketplace, obtain a foothold in important emerging markets, and compete successfully with countries that boast multilingual, multicultural, and highly skilled workforces. Keeping America safe requires that we strengthen our intelligence gathering and analysis, conduct international diplomacy and explain America’s identity and values more effectively, increase our military’s capabilities, and protect American soil from global threats. Keeping America’s education system strong requires that we provide our students with the tools they need to communicate and work with their peers overseas and at home.
The Challenge to Our Economy

“All business is global, yet all markets are local. This globalized multicultural world needs leaders with a keen understanding of national cultures. By learning from other countries, these leaders develop the best thinking and best practices from around the world enabling them to leverage culture as a tool for competitive advantage.” Robert Rosen, author, Global Literacies

Globalization is driving the demand for a U.S. workforce that possesses knowledge of other countries and cultures and is competent in languages other than English. Most of the growth potential for U.S. businesses lies in overseas markets. Already, one in five U.S. manufacturing jobs is tied to exports. In 2004, 58 percent of growth in the earnings of U.S. businesses came from overseas. Foreign consumers, the majority of whom primarily speak languages other than English, represent significant business opportunities for American producers, as the United States is home to less than five percent of the world’s population. And trade is shifting to different parts of the world; our annual trade with Asia is now approaching $800 billion—out-pacing our trade with Europe.

Our own markets are facing greater competition from foreign-owned firms, many of which manufacture products on U.S. soil. United States affiliates of foreign companies directly employed more than 5.4 million workers in the United States in 2002. Global mergers and acquisitions have resulted in more U.S. companies being owned by foreign parent companies, such as DaimlerChrysler AG, Bertelsmann, and BP Amoco. Future careers in business, government, health care, and law enforcement will require global knowledge and skills.

As one of the world’s most open economies, the United States already faces intense global competition, and new competitors are emerging. Several seemingly unrelated developments over the last several decades have contributed to increased globalization—the end of the Cold War, the dot-com bubble and the overinvestment in fiber-optic telecommunications cable, and the advent of new Internet and software technologies—enabling companies in less-developed countries, which previously lacked the necessary economic and technological infrastructures, to compete directly and on a more level playing field with Western companies. With the aid of inexpensive computers and Internet access, consumers and producers have almost unlimited data and markets at their fingertips. This shift in the global marketplace has meant that professionals from countries such as China and India are more likely to stay in their home countries, rather than come to the United States for better opportunities.

As former North Carolina Governor James B. Hunt, Jr. stated, “Countries such as China and India are no longer low-wage, low-tech. Now, many of these countries have become low-wage, high-tech.” Indian and Chinese companies selling unfinished textiles, finished computer chips, or even computer services are penetrating the American market. In 1994, machinery, electronics, and transport equipment constituted 18.1 percent of Chinese exports. By 2003, the percentage had more than doubled to 42.9 percent of exports, and, as one might expect, total exports from China have experienced similar dramatic increases. It is no coincidence that as the Chinese exported an increasing quantity of these types of goods, the U.S. global trade balance in advanced technology products decreased and ultimately became negative.
Knowledge of Foreign Languages and Cultures is an Economic Necessity

It is becoming increasingly important for U.S. companies of all sizes to succeed in overseas markets. Many small- and medium-sized businesses from New England to the Pacific Northwest are now finding it necessary to do business in the languages and cultural environments of the world’s emerging markets. Some small businesses especially need employees with foreign-language skills, as managers must often communicate directly with foreign customers. However, small companies are not able to acquire employees with foreign-language expertise as easily as multinationals. Without foreign-language skills and cultural knowledge, small businesses face greater difficulties exporting to overseas markets.

For U.S. multinationals, conducting international business effectively is a necessity, as their production operations are located around the globe, and sales from their foreign subsidiaries comprise a greater share of their profits. Over 70 percent of Coca-Cola’s profits, for example, come from outside the United States. Thus, American multinationals’ success in expanding their operations and increasing their sales in overseas markets depends on their understanding of the culture, language, and customs of local markets.

U.S.-based multinational corporations employed 21.8 million workers in the United States in 2003, accounting for one-fifth of total U.S. non-government employment. American workers in multinational corporations deal with the changing nature of work in the global economy through their involvement in multicultural teams. Many of today’s global business challenges are too complex, occur too quickly, and involve too many resources for local teams or leaders to handle on their own. Instead, global teams include individuals of different nationalities who work together across cultural barriers and time zones for extended periods of time. These teams work on projects serving a wide set of customers, solve problems across borders, and significantly improve an organization’s profitability and services. The success of multicultural teams is becoming critical to success in the global marketplace.

American companies lose an estimated $2 billion a year due to inadequate cross-cultural guidance for their employees in multicultural situations. Companies could be spared these financial losses if employees possessed the necessary cross-cultural skills to interact successfully with their foreign counterparts.

U.S. Employees Lack Foreign Language Skills and International Knowledge

U.S. students often lack the cross-cultural skills of their foreign peers. When the RAND Corporation surveyed respondents from 16 global corporations, many were highly critical of U.S. universities’ ability to produce graduates with international skills. One marketing manager said that, compared to their counterparts from universities in other parts of the world, U.S. students are “strong technically” but “shortchanged” in cross-cultural experience and “linguistically deprived.” Another corporate human resource manager explained: “Universities don’t think globally—it’s not ingrained in their philosophy and curriculum to create the global worker.” One corporate respondent went even further: “If I wanted to recruit people who are both technically skilled and culturally aware, I wouldn’t even waste time looking for them on U.S. college campuses.”

It may come as no surprise then, that a 2002 survey of large U.S. corporations found that nearly 30 percent of the companies believed they had failed to exploit fully their international business opportunities due to insufficient personnel with international skills. The consequences of insufficient culturally competent workers, as identified by the firms, included: missed marketing or business opportunities; failure to recognize important shifts in host country policies toward foreign-owned corporations; failure to anticipate the needs of international customers; and failure to take full advantage of expertise available or technological advances occurring abroad. Almost 80 percent of the business leaders surveyed expected their overall business to increase notably if they had more internationally competent employees on staff.

Employees’ lack of foreign language skills and international knowledge can result in embarrassing and costly cultural blunders for individual companies. For example, when Microsoft Corporation developed a time zone map for its Windows 95 operating system, it inadvertently showed the region of Kashmir lying outside the boundaries of India. India banned the

---

software, and Microsoft was forced to recall 200,000 copies of the offending product. Other examples of such avoidable mistakes include software distributed in Turkey that contained a map that explicitly labeled “Kurdistan,” a crime in Turkey, or the video game that offended Arab countries by including Arabic chanting of the Koran to accompany violent scenes in the game.28

In addition to the adverse economic consequences of such mistakes to individual companies, they foster negative attitudes toward America, as the mistakes are rarely viewed as accidents by the offended countries, but instead are considered negligent indifference or intentional slights attributed to all U.S. companies.

The need for language expertise and cultural competence is only expected to grow. About 40 percent of the companies in a 2002 survey reported that their international sales are growing more rapidly than domestic sales, and more than 60 percent said that over the next decade they expected the proportion of their sales revenue from other countries to increase.29

America may be the world’s only military superpower, but U.S. businesses cannot always insist on their way of doing things if they want to do business with the rest of the world.30 To be successful abroad, American business leaders have to understand the minds and preferences of people and cultures very different from their own. However, American business executives lag behind their European peers when it comes to language skills. The average number of languages spoken by American business executives is 1.5, compared with an average of 3.9 languages spoken by business executives in the Netherlands.31 In international business negotiations, managers are at a disadvantage if they must rely on a translator to communicate their message. Speaking the language of their counterparts allows executives to build relationships and earn respect more easily.32

For Richard Wagoner, the President and CEO of General Motors, learning Portuguese while on assignment in Brazil increased his effectiveness in working with the Brazilian business community. Douglas Daft, the former chairman and CEO of the Coca-Cola Company, spent nearly three decades living in Asia while working for Coca-Cola. He believes that the cultural knowledge he gained from his time in the region shaped his ability to lead the company, and considers understanding and valuing other cultures to be an essential skill for anyone working at Coca-Cola.33

A 2004 survey of graduates of one of America’s leading international business schools, Thunderbird – The Garvin School of International Management, further demonstrates how important international knowledge and skills are in today’s business environment. For over 50 years, the Garvin School has required students to complete four semesters of a foreign language for graduation. Over 80 percent of the 2,500 graduates from 1970 to 2002 reported that foreign language skills gave them a competitive advantage in the workplace. Even more important than language skills, however, was their understanding of other cultures. Nearly nine in 10 of the graduates said their knowledge of other cultures gave them “some” or “a significant” competitive edge. They said that this knowledge helped them understand the business environment in other countries, earned them respect and credibility with foreign business people, and enhanced their negotiation success.34

Many corporations, especially multinationals, tend to emphasize cultural competence more than foreign

---

**The Boeing Example**

The recent experience of the Boeing Aircraft Corporation reveals how the need to compete in a global marketplace is prompting some American companies to develop a more internationally literate work force. At Boeing, the transformation from a company designed to build aircraft primarily for the U.S. market into a multi-national corporation marketing its products throughout the world fueled the need for international education within the company. In response, Boeing established a range of international training options for its employees and executives. These programs included: a Global Leadership Program, in which executives spend a month abroad improving their business problem-solving skills while immersed in the culture, business, and politics of another country; and a course on globalization for employees interested in advancing their professional development and international skills. Boeing values international knowledge so highly that it has become linked to future promotion.27
language skills,* but many still rate language skills as important. In fact, in one survey of human resource managers, participants reported that proficiency in a foreign language was a consideration in hiring decisions at 42 percent of firms, and 66 percent considered it in making retention decisions. For businesses of all sizes, having an appreciation for cultural differences and a global business perspective are very important for all employees and managers, even for those in domestic positions. Looking across all sectors (public, for-profit, non-profit), cross-cultural competence was rated as the fifth most important attribute (of nineteen) of a successful professional in an organization with a global mission. Employees who demonstrate cultural competence are more likely to be selected for and perform well on global teams, which can lead to greater success and advancement within the organization.

The cross-cultural competence that is needed to succeed in the business world may require a combination of foreign language skills, international knowledge, and international experience. Employers value meaningful international experience such as study abroad, as well as the application and development of the international skills learned in the classroom. Education abroad must be well designed to be truly effective; the ability to work with people of other cultures and function effectively in a foreign country is not as easily attained if students take courses from U.S. professors and socialize with other Americans while abroad.

U.S. businesses are concerned with developing the workforce that they need for the United States economy to retain its position as the global leader. Foreign language skills, knowledge of other world regions and cultures, and overseas experience all contribute to creating the employee who has the cross-cultural competence needed by American businesses in the twenty-first century.

### The Challenge to Our National Security

"Immediately after September 11, 2001, Americans found themselves again facing a Sputnik moment. They realized that they were caught flat-footed, unprepared to confront Al Qaeda terrorists. We need a national commitment to languages on a scale of the National Defense Education Act commitment to science, including improved curriculum, teaching technology and methods, teacher development, and a systemic cultural commitment."

Representative Rush Holt (D-NJ)

In the post-Cold War era, new national security challenges, such as the international war on terrorism, are coming from non-state actors, and human-security challenges, such as the AIDS pandemic, environmental degradation, and Third World poverty, have become global problems. Technological advancements have led to an explosion in new media markets and outlets, which, in turn, has expanded access to information and knowledge to a greater segment of the world’s population. One result has been an increase in the audience for America’s public diplomacy. These trends underscore the need for citizens with enhanced global knowledge and skills. Over time, our effectiveness in communicating America’s message to the world could be decisive in encouraging countries throughout the Middle East and South Asia to embrace democratic pluralism and reject violent extremism. To make our case persuasively, we will need credible, articulate representatives who have attained a high degree of proficiency in a host of strategic languages and dialects as well as an understanding of the cultures and geographic contexts of these regions.

Michael Lemmon, former Ambassador to Armenia and former Dean of the School of Language Studies at the State Department’s Foreign Service Institute, commented on how language shortcomings are affecting the war on terrorism: "Part of the reason for our difficulty is that we simply don’t have enough competent speakers of Arabic with credible policy context and an ability to connect with the intended audience so they will at least listen to what we are trying to say and give us a hearing."

---

* One explanation for why foreign language skills are not as highly rated is that employers see foreign language education as more literary (e.g., reading and writing) than applied (e.g., speaking skills for social and business interaction) (Tora K. Bikson, Gregory F. Treverton, Joy Moini, and Gustav Lindstrom, *New Challenges for International Leadership: Lessons from Organizations with Global Missions* (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2003), p. 25, Table 4.5).

† Cross-cultural competence is defined as the ability to work well in other countries and with people of different cultures (Tora K. Bikson, Gregory F. Treverton, Joy Moini, and Gustav Lindstrom, *New Challenges for International Leadership: Lessons from Organizations with Global Missions* (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2003), p. 25, Table 4.5).
America’s national-security institutions—the military, the Foreign Service, and the intelligence agencies—lack sufficient personnel with international knowledge and foreign language skills. The language needs are most acute in such critical, less-commonly taught languages as Arabic, Chinese, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Persian/Farsi, Russian and Turkish. According to the Chief Translator of the National Institutes of Health, more than 80 federal agencies, from the State Department to the Patent and Trademark Office, employ individuals with proficiency in more than 100 foreign languages.43 Our international knowledge needs are just as severe in critical but poorly understood world regions such as the Middle East, Eastern Europe, Africa, Central Asia, South and Southeast Asia, and China.

The September 11th intelligence failures provide considerable evidence of our shortage of expertise in Arabic and Asian languages and cultures. The Army, for example, had authorization for 329 translator and interpreter positions for its five critical languages (Arabic, Korean, Mandarin Chinese, Persian/Farsi, and Russian) in fiscal year 2001, but was able to fill only 183 of them, a shortfall of 44 percent.44 Prior to September 11th, our intelligence community was at 30 percent readiness in languages critical to national security.45

In the CIA’s Clandestine Service, the end of the Cold War did not bring about changes in hiring practices. New recruits were hired with skills similar to those of current officers and “were not equipped to seek or use assets inside the terrorist network.”46 CIA recruits require five to seven years of training, language study and experience to become fully equipped. The FBI’s counter-terrorism efforts have also been hampered by a lack of trained linguists, translators, and area experts. The 9/11 Commission found that, “The FBI did not dedicate sufficient resources to the surveillance and translation needs of counter-terrorism agents. It lacked sufficient translators proficient in Arabic and other key languages, resulting in a significant backlog of un-translated intercepts.”47

Although the number of linguists being hired by government agencies is on the rise, the backlog of material waiting to be translated continues to grow. For example, four years after September 11th, thousands of hours of audiotapes remain un-translated or un-reviewed, and the amount has more than doubled from April 2004 to March 2005.48 In fact, since September 11th, some 20 percent of audio recordings in critical languages have yet to be translated.49 Moreover, bureaucratic processes have worsened the backlogs—the average time to hire a linguist has grown from 13 to 14 months, while the FBI has failed to meet its hiring targets in more than half of 52 languages.50 This backlog has weakened the FBI’s ability to locate and monitor terrorists and other violent criminals.51

After September 11th, the Departments of State and Defense expanded training in certain critical languages to help meet short-term needs. Nevertheless, the federal government spent 25 percent less (adjusted for inflation) on preparing citizens for advanced foreign language proficiency in 2003 than in 1967.52 That figure even includes an additional 20 percent increase in appropriations for Arabic and Middle Eastern studies after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. From 1967 to 2003, the number of fellowships in all advanced foreign language and area studies declined by 30 percent.53 In our Foreign Service, the United States had only eight Arabic speakers at the highest levels of proficiency in August 2004 and 27 Arabic speakers at the second-highest level.54 Even more troublesome is that 60 percent of our speakers of Arabic and other critical languages are eligible to retire within five years.55

In January 2005, the Department of Defense issued its “Defense Language Transformation Roadmap,” a candid appraisal of our defense establishment’s ability to meet the need for language skills and international knowledge in confronting current and future national security challenges. The report acknowledges that, “Language skill and regional expertise have not been regarded as war-fighting skills, and are not sufficiently incorporated into operational or contingency planning. Language skill and regional expertise are not valued as Defense core competencies yet they are as important as critical weapon systems.”56 The report calls for significantly improving the Department’s capabilities in regional area expertise and in critical languages, recognizing that national security challenges in the Middle East, Asia, and elsewhere will likely continue.

Already, a shortage of translators is impeding our efforts in Iraq. Gaining the trust and support of the Iraqi public is essential to a successful rebuilding effort. Translators play an integral role in winning public
support and conquering the insurgency. Major General David Petraeus, former Commander of the 101st Airborne Division in Iraq, commented on how a lack of linguistic and cultural understanding of Iraq hampered military efforts: “We had terrific situational awareness; what we lacked was cultural awareness.”57 One U.S. military unit had 70 translators, mostly from the local population, but is now down to only four.58 Other units lack interpreters entirely. An American soldier doing translation work reported that during pre-deployment training, the Army did not offer him or anyone else Arabic classes.59 The problem is pervasive throughout the military, from engineers to the infantry. The United States needs to develop more home-grown translators to develop what President George W. Bush termed a “language-proficient military.”60

In an effort to bridge the language gap in Iraq, the Pentagon equipped thousands of American soldiers with a hand-held translation device. Called the Phraselator, the device allows soldiers to deliver hundreds of useful phrases, prerecorded in Arabic, to the Iraqis they encounter.61 It can enunciate such phrases as: “Not a step farther,” “Put your hands on the wall,” and “Everyone stop talking.” Unfortunately, the Phraselator is still just a “one-way” translation device. It translates perfectly well from English into Arabic (or any of the 59 other programmed languages), but it is just as incapable of understanding the response—much less its cultural context—as the soldier who wields it.

In order to address America’s language needs, over 300 leaders from federal, state, and local government agencies, academic institutions, business and industry, and foreign language groups convened for the first time at the National Language Conference in June 2004.* One of the suggested actions from the conference was to develop critical language skills by utilizing our heritage language communities, and increasing domestic capabilities by building a new critical-language pipeline from kindergarten through grade 16.

Business leaders are concerned about the nation’s security, not just as American citizens, but also as business people who see a lack of security as threatening our domestic and international markets, as well as their employees and property. To protect our economic and national security, our education system should train students in critical languages, and ensure that our intelligence agencies are prepared to meet the increased threats we face in this post-September 11th world.

The Challenge to Our Multicultural Society

Today’s America is, and will continue to be, characterized by ethnic and linguistic diversity. Citizens experience this diversity every day in our shopping malls, our schools, and in our workplaces. According to the 2003 Census, Hispanics now comprise 13.7 percent of the U.S. population, up from 10.3 percent a decade ago.62 Asians’ share of the population rose from 3.6 percent to 4.1 percent over the same period. The Hispanic population is projected to increase by almost 200 percent by 2050, to nearly a quarter of the total.63 The Asian population is also projected to increase by over 200 percent. Currently, racial and ethnic minority groups, when taken together, account for over half the population in California, Hawaii, New Mexico, and Texas, and approximately 40 percent of the population in Arizona, Georgia, Maryland, Mississippi, and New York. The nation will soon follow in the footsteps of these states, with the Census Bureau predicting that by 2050, non-Hispanic whites will constitute only one-half of the U.S. population.

Growing diversity in the economy and population is also evident in other states, such as West Virginia and North Carolina. In 2001, West Virginia conducted $2.2 billion in foreign trade with such countries as Brazil, China, Italy, and Japan. Seventy-five different international companies have invested in West Virginia, creating 30,000 jobs.64 Between 1990 and 2000, North Carolina’s Latino population boasted the highest percentage growth of any state in the nation. In excess of 1,100 international firms currently have operations in North Carolina, and 6 percent of all private sector jobs in the state are the result of foreign direct investment.65 Moreover, during the 2003-2004 school year, almost 71,000 North Carolina elementary and secondary students were classified as English language learners (ELL).66

---

* The conference was sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of Defense, along with the Center for Advanced Study of Language, the Department of State, the Department of Education, and the intelligence community. See www.nlconference.org for more information.
Perhaps the best place to see the future demographics of America is in our classrooms. In many urban and suburban school systems—and not just in the major cities, but in many smaller cities and rural areas as well—student bodies are ethnically, linguistically, and nationally diverse in ways that would have been inconceivable a generation ago. For example, the schools of Arlington County, Virginia, a suburb of Washington, D.C., teach students who speak over 70 different languages.67 In Portland, Maine, with a public school population of fewer than 8,000 students, 36 languages in addition to English are spoken.68 A recent Roper poll found that nearly half—48 percent—of Americans have at least weekly dealings with someone whose first language is not English.69 English is, and for the foreseeable future will continue to be, the primary language of the United States. But one survey found that, although 75 percent of Americans think that English should be our official language, the same percentage thought that all students should know a second language.70

Non-native English speakers account for an ever-growing percentage of students in the classrooms of this country. During the 2003-2004 school year, there were over 4 million ELL students in elementary and secondary schools, an increase of 51.6 percent over the last decade. ELL students accounted for 9 percent of all students enrolled in American elementary and secondary institutions in 2003-2004.71

Both white- and blue-collar workers are experiencing a more culturally diverse workplace. In 2004, foreign-born workers comprised 14.5 percent of the U.S. labor force. Of the 21.4 million foreign-born workers in American workplaces, the largest percentage, 26.5 percent, were employed in various management and professional occupations, while 22.8 percent were employed in service occupations.72 The impending retirement of the baby boom generation will open the door for a more culturally and linguistically diverse workplace in the coming decades.

As a result of America’s diversity, there are tremendous cultural resources that can be harnessed to educate our students. This diversity is strengthened through exchanges of exhibits, artists, and scholars. The Fulbright Program brings over 2,000 foreign students to study at U.S. universities and nearly 700 scholars to the United States to lecture or conduct research.73 American students and scholars enjoy similar Fulbright exchanges abroad, sharing new cultural experiences upon their return. International art exhibitions hosted by American museums also provide opportunities for cultural exploration. Since 1975, the Arts and Artifacts Indemnity Act has encouraged international art exchanges by insuring against potential losses, at almost no cost to the taxpayer, when artwork is on loan from other countries. In turn, lending American art to museums abroad enhances the cultural tourism of the United States and exposes people all around the world to American culture without leaving home.

As our communities and workplaces become more diverse, foreign language proficiency and cultural knowledge will become critical in conducting business in the United States. Companies will require such skills to serve culturally diverse domestic customers. To meet the challenges ahead, it will be necessary to do more than educate our diverse immigrant population. We must prepare all students to deal competently with the world both inside and outside our shores. Failure to do so will result in a diminished ability to foster the communication among our citizens that is essential to maintaining our civic culture.
III. Global Education to Meet the Challenges

“To solve most of the major problems facing our country today—from wiping out terrorism to minimizing global environmental problems to eliminating the scourge of AIDS—will require every young person to learn more about other regions, cultures, and languages.” Former Secretary of State Colin Powell

Today’s students will soon be finding their place in a world that is interconnected as never before. The changing role of our nation in the international community, the changing face of American neighborhoods, the changing sources of everyday consumer products, the changing challenges confronting science, health, environmental and law enforcement experts—all must be understood and managed by a new generation of citizens, workers, and leaders. Dealing with these and future challenges will require an education system that, from kindergarten through postsecondary education, prepares future citizens and employees to act and lead in a global context. American educational institutions, from elementary schools to professional schools, must be strengthened to prepare students for the twenty-first century challenges to our economy, national security, and society.

An educated American in the twenty-first century should be proficient in at least one foreign language, have studied at least one global issue or region in depth, and be knowledgeable of the geography and history of our country as well as other world regions. Students should demonstrate geographic knowledge such as the characteristics, distribution, and migration of human populations, the complexity of the world’s cultural mosaics, the patterns and networks of economic interdependence, and how the forces of cooperation and conflict among peoples influence the makeup of our world. Recognizing the need to prepare our students for living and working in the next century, former President George H.W. Bush convened an historic education summit with the nation’s governors in September 1989 in Charlottesville, Virginia, leading to the approval of six national education goals to be achieved by the year 2000. One of these goals reflected a growing awareness of America’s need to compete internationally: “By the year 2000, our children will be first in the world in math and science.” Another goal required documented competence in five key subjects: English, science, math, history, and geography. In 1994, under President Bill Clinton, the list was expanded to include foreign languages and the arts.

Although inspired by the goals of the Charlottesville summit, the No Child Left Behind Act of 2002 focused more narrowly on measurable goals in reading and mathematics. Some school districts, understandably, have reacted to NCLB by shifting resources toward the measured goals from foreign languages, social studies, and the arts. There is evidence that schools are reducing the number of languages offered and even eliminating language courses entirely. In Winthrop, Massachusetts, for example, the high school cut its French program and now offers only Spanish. Fremont High School, in Fremont, Indiana, eliminated some upper-level Spanish courses. The effects are felt most strongly in high-minority school districts, where a 2003 survey found that 23 percent of principals reported decreased instructional time for foreign languages. The same survey found that almost half of schools with high-minority populations reported moderate or large decreases in time for social studies.
If we truly do not want to leave any child behind, then we should ensure that all students have the opportunity to learn foreign languages and become knowledgeable of other world regions. Internationalizing the curriculum need not conflict with the aims of NCLB, or with the education reform movement generally. It can start simply with teachers integrating international content into their courses.

**Student Knowledge of International Studies and Foreign Languages**

Most schools have not responded adequately to the new challenges the nation will face in the twenty-first century. Thus many American students lack sufficient knowledge about other world regions, languages and cultures, and as a result are likely to be unprepared to compete and lead in a global work environment. Seventy-seven percent of the public believes that high school programs in the United States are not adequately preparing students to understand current international affairs.

Statistics show that public opinion is correct. More than 80 percent of New York City eighth graders did not meet the state standards in social studies in 2004. Moreover, the number of students meeting the social studies standards has decreased by almost 20 percentage points since 2002. The 2001 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) found that only 11 percent of twelfth graders nationwide demonstrated proficiency in U.S. history. Students must have knowledge of their own culture and history in order to fully develop an understanding of another country’s culture.

Students’ performance on assessments of international knowledge is even more discouraging. For example, the National Commission on Asia in the Schools analyzed the growing importance of Asia—home to 60 percent of the world’s population and most of the fastest growing economies—and what American students know about this vast region of the world. The Commission concluded that young Americans are “dangerously uninformed about international matters” and in particular about Asia.

Most young Americans lack geographic knowledge. Surveys conducted by the Asia Society in 2001 and by the National Geographic Society in 2002 found that:

- Although roughly 85 percent of young Americans (between the ages of 18 and 24) could not locate Iraq or Iran on a Middle East/Asia map, most knew that the island featured in the previous season’s television show “Survivor” was in the South Pacific;
- 83 percent could not locate Afghanistan;
- 25 percent of college-bound high school students could not name the ocean between California and Asia;
- 80 percent did not know that India is the world’s largest democracy;
- 37 percent could not locate China on a map of Asia and the Middle East; and
- 56 percent could not find India, despite the fact that China and India are the world’s most populous countries, and major emerging markets.

Out of the nine countries surveyed, young Americans finished second to last in the average number of correct answers, ahead only of young adults in Mexico. In publishing its findings, the National Geographic Society identified several factors that influenced respondents’ knowledge of world geography. Young adults who spoke more than one language and who engaged in international travel fared better. In Sweden, the top performing country, 89 percent of young adults spoke at least two languages, and 92 percent had ventured outside of their home country within the previous three years. In stark contrast, at the time of the survey, only 36 percent of young Americans spoke more than one language and a mere 21 percent had left U.S. soil in the preceding three years. In fact, only about 25 percent of all Americans citizens have passports.*

*Passport estimates are based on the total number of passports issued by the State Department over a ten-year period, from 1994-2004, and the July 1, 2004 Census Bureau population data. Passports are valid for ten years for those over the age of 15, and for five years for those age 15 or younger. The number does not take into account death or immigration statistics. In addition, travel to Canada and Mexico by U.S. citizens does not require a passport.
Although high school foreign language enrollments have been growing incrementally since 1985, foreign language instruction is lagging in many American schools, despite surveys reporting that over half of the American public supports foreign language requirements in high school. Approximately one-fourth of American public elementary schools offer foreign language instruction. In 2000, only about one-third of all secondary school students (grades 7-12) were enrolled in a foreign language course. Only 44 percent of high school students were enrolled in a foreign language course, and only 5 percent of elementary school students were enrolled. Spanish language courses continue to dominate in our schools, and the overwhelming majority of students do not take language courses past the second year of instruction. Spanish accounts for nearly 70 percent of all foreign language enrollments in grades 7 through 12, and introductory-level foreign language courses comprised 78 percent of the total enrollments.

Not only are American secondary school students studying foreign languages too seldom, and with too little intensity, they are failing to study in sufficient numbers many of the languages essential to meeting the challenges of a new era. Although approximately one million students in the United States study French, a language spoken by 70 million people worldwide, fewer than 40,000 American students study Mandarin Chinese, a language spoken by 1.3 billion people. What is needed is not less study of French and Spanish, but a concerted effort to offer and encourage enrollment in courses in other critical languages.

**School System Barriers to Foreign Language and International Education**

Opportunities to learn about other languages and cultures are severely lacking in many low-income, minority, and urban school districts. Foreign language instruction is offered in only one-quarter of urban public schools compared with about two-thirds of suburban private schools. At the middle-school level, 78 percent of private (non-parochial) schools report that more than half of their students study foreign languages, compared with 51 percent of students in public middle schools. In 2003, 29 percent of public-school principals in heavily minority school districts anticipated future decreases in instructional time for foreign languages. African-American, Hispanic, and American Indian students earn fewer credits in foreign languages than their white peers.

Increasing access to and enrollments in foreign-language courses in elementary and secondary schools may not, by themselves, be sufficient to improve foreign language proficiency. The average high school student receives about 150 hours of language instruction per year. Experience has shown that 300 hours of instruction spread over two years is woefully inadequate for high-school students to develop any usable level of proficiency. Elementary-school students, who receive only 30-60 minutes of instruction per week, are even more disadvantaged.

Schools may also need to change the way languages are taught. Time on task is important, which may mean greater use of immersion programs and content-based language learning, where subject matter drawn from the school curriculum is delivered in a foreign language. In 2002, only 29 states offered language-immersion programs.

Many schools also lack a framework for implementing global education. Although international education is offered to students in 80 percent of Delaware’s schools, which are leaders in this field, fewer than half of the students are actually exposed to meaningful and sustained international education. Two-thirds of the schools report that resources for teaching international education are inadequate or nonexistent. In addition, over 55 percent of international education is “incidental” and occurs “at the whim of the teacher in response to major world events” rather than from a systematic disciplinary framework. Delaware is responding to the problem by recommending a statewide curriculum that would infuse international education broadly throughout a student’s school experience.
The Benefits of Foreign Language Study and Early Learning

Although there is debate over whether children can learn languages more easily than adults,* beginning language learning in elementary school certainly means that children will have more years of language study and can begin acquiring a third language while they are still in school. Greater language proficiency can be achieved with a longer amount of time on task.98 Research indicates that children who are exposed to a foreign language at a young age achieve higher levels of cognitive development at an earlier age.99 Many other countries begin foreign language education in elementary school. All but two countries (Ireland and Scotland) in the European Union mandate the study of a foreign language, which usually begins in primary school.100† With the exception of Italy and Wales, all European students must learn a foreign language throughout their compulsory education.

Not only does foreign language learning help with cognitive skills, but it also exposes children more deeply to other cultures. Research suggests that attitudes about other groups and peoples are formed by the age of ten and are often shaped between the ages of four and eight. Learning a language at a young age helps connect a child with another culture while they are still open-minded and have not yet begun to restrict their views of others whom they perceive to be different.101 For all of these reasons, it is important that foreign language learning begins in elementary school and continues throughout the educational pipeline to build on the skills learned at each new level and to achieve greater proficiency.

The benefits of foreign language study last throughout one’s lifetime. Recent research indicates that knowing two languages may help stave off age-related mental decline. Researchers compared monolingual to bilingual adults in a test of cognitive function, and bilingualism seemed to offer a protective benefit.102 In addition, students who completed at least four years of foreign-language study scored more than 100 points higher on each section of the SAT than students who took a half year or less.103 In fact, students who studied four or five years of a foreign language scored higher on the verbal section than students who had studied any other subject for the same number of years.104 Perhaps this should come as no surprise, as studying a foreign language helps students understand English grammar better and improves their overall communication and problem-solving skills. Beyond the intellectual benefits, knowledge of a foreign language facilitates travel, enhances career opportunities, and enables one to learn more about different peoples and cultures. As President George W. Bush stated, “Learning a language...is a kind gesture. It’s a gesture of interest. It really is a fundamental way to reach out to somebody and say, I care about you. I want you to know that I’m interested in not only how you talk but how you live.”105

Internationalizing College and University Campuses to Meet New Global Challenges

Foreign Language Enrollments and Requirements

Fewer than one percent of all college students study critical languages, and the number of students in higher education enrolled in any modern foreign language has remained between seven and nine percent for over 25 years.106 Only 27 percent of four-year colleges and universities had a foreign language requirement for all students in 2001.107

At business schools, whose MBA graduates are the future leaders of American firms, there are currently very few language requirements. A 1997 survey found that out of 109 MBA programs, less than one-

---

* The “critical period hypothesis,” suggests that once children reach adolescence, it is impossible for them to speak a foreign language with the proficiency of a native speaker, especially with respect to pronunciation. However, other researchers dispute this claim and conclude that environmental factors, rather than biological factors, determine a person’s ability to learn a second language, and that time devoted to study, motivation, and a supportive practice environment are vital components of successful foreign language acquisition (Richard Johnstone, “Addressing ‘The Age Factor’: Some Implications for Languages Policy,” in Guide for the Development of Language Education Policies in Europe: From Linguistic Diversity to Multilingual Education (Strasbourg, France: Council of Europe, Language Policy Division, 2002), pp. 6-10; see also S.F. Marinova-Todd, D.B. Marshall, and C. Snow, “Three Misconceptions About Age and L2 Learning,” TESOL Quarterly, vol. 34, no. 1, pp. 9-31).

† In 2002, half of all European students began learning a language in primary school, while in five countries (Luxembourg, Estonia, Finland, Sweden, and Iceland) students began learning two languages during primary education.
third (29 percent) had foreign language instruction available. Another survey, conducted in 2003, found that of 17 business schools that offered MBAs related to international business, only four required a foreign language for graduation.

Study Abroad

Historically, study-abroad programs, especially in the junior year of college, have been one of the primary means by which American college students have gained first-hand knowledge of other cultures and languages. Among the benefits of studying abroad are attaining a greater proficiency in a foreign language, gaining an appreciation for and understanding of other cultures, and improving communication skills and the ability to live and work effectively in another culture. The effects of study abroad are felt long after students return, as 95 percent of the Institute for the International Education of Students' alumni reported that their study abroad experience had a lasting impact on their world view and a majority said that it influenced their career path.

In 1999, nearly half of high school seniors intending to enroll at four-year colleges and universities expected to study abroad while in college. September 11th does not appear to have affected the overall support for study abroad, though there is some indication that families are not as inclined to encourage it. In a 2002 survey, 79 percent of the public agreed that students should study abroad during college, while 60 percent of undergraduate students and half of the faculty surveyed were also in agreement.

Although the number of students enrolled in study-abroad programs has doubled over the past decade, still, only one percent of undergraduates nation-wide study abroad. In addition, study-abroad programs, while growing in popularity, are becoming shorter in duration. Over 90 percent of American students who studied abroad in the 2003-2004 academic year did so for one semester or less. Only 6 percent studied abroad for a full academic year, compared with 18 percent in 1985-1986. Further, the top five destinations of U.S. students in 2003-2004 were either in Western Europe or Australia. While experiencing these cultures is certainly important, increasing the number of students studying in Africa, Asia, and the Middle East would benefit our national security. A program initiated by the late Senator Paul Simon, the Abraham Lincoln Study Abroad Fellowship Program, intends to increase the number of American university students studying abroad, especially in nontraditional locations. The program, which provides grants to students, colleges, and universities, aspires to increase the number of students studying abroad to one million annually by 2016-17.

Why are students not studying abroad in greater numbers despite the many benefits? There are both financial and educational barriers. Many students and families perceive that the cost of studying abroad is too great, and inflexible college curricula may not allow students to incorporate study abroad into their educations.

“Internationalizing” Campuses

Faculty and administrators could demonstrate a stronger commitment to internationalizing college campuses. Although several institutions have made efforts in recent years to “internationalize” their campuses, overall there remains a low level of institutional commitment to internationalization, with relatively few institutions including international themes in their mission statements or strategic plans. International education receives support from students and faculty, but many do not participate in international programs on campus. Looking at institution types, community colleges have made significant progress in terms of greater foreign language requirements and study abroad opportunities, though the numbers remain low compared with four-year institutions.

Such programs are important in ensuring that a greater number of low-income and minority students have access to international education.

Though many colleges and universities need to make greater progress on international education, campus internationalization efforts are on the rise and are gaining recognition. Many U.S. universities now

---

1 Internationalization is defined by the American Council on Education as a measure of foreign language entrance and degree requirements, the number of students studying abroad, international courses in the curriculum, international students and faculty on campus, and the degree of institutional support for international programs.

1 The Institute of International Education and NAFSA: Association of International Educators select winners for the Andrew Heiskell Awards for Innovation in International Education and the Senator Paul Simon Award for Campus Internationalization, respectively.
have campuses abroad. A curriculum review released in 2004 by Harvard University concluded that all of its students must develop “global competence” and be able to function as “global citizens.” To do so, the Harvard review recommends that students increase their international knowledge and skills through, for example, study abroad. Several universities, including Harvard, have announced plans to expand their study abroad programs and even make study abroad a degree requirement. Boston College has created a Global Proficiency Program,† and the University of California at Los Angeles now awards degrees in Global Studies.121

Foreign Students At U.S. Schools

It is becoming more difficult for colleges and universities to internationalize their campuses by enrolling foreign students. During the 2003-2004 academic year, the absolute number of international students studying at higher education institutions in the United States declined for the first time in thirty years. This trend continued, albeit on a smaller scale, during the 2004-2005 school year. Although the United States remains the leading destination for foreign students, the competition from other countries is growing stronger. New Zealand, for example, has seen a dramatic 49 percent increase in foreign student enrollments between 2002 and 2003.124

Tighter visa restrictions instituted as a result of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks have contributed to the decline in the number of foreign students enrolling in American colleges and universities. Many problems still plague the system for processing and approving visas, including a lack of communication and coordination between the Departments of State and Homeland Security. In addition, virtually all applicants must be interviewed prior to being approved for a visa, which creates unnecessary delays in the application process and inconveniences for individuals who pose no threat to the United States.125

The Demand for International Studies

There is clear demand for greater internationalization. In a 1999 survey of college-bound seniors, 57 percent said that they planned to study a foreign language, and half said that they expected to take courses focusing on the history or culture of another country. Nearly three out of four students said they believe that knowledge of international issues would be important to their careers in the next ten years. The same 2002 survey noted that 74 percent of the public supported a foreign language requirement in college, and the number who “strongly agreed” has increased since 2000. Seventy-seven percent of the public supports international course requirements at the college level, and more than one-third of undergraduates surveyed reported that they were more likely after September 11th to take courses on global issues and cultures.

The Supply of International Studies and Foreign Language Teachers

Increasing international studies courses at all levels requires more teachers who are knowledgeable of the international dimensions of their subjects. Teachers at the elementary and secondary levels are not prepared to meet the need for international knowledge and skills. Most prospective teachers take very few courses on foreign languages and international issues, which may be due, in part, to teacher certification requirements that do not include international components. Additionally, fewer than five percent of undergraduates studying abroad are education majors.

A shortage of qualified foreign language teachers, especially in the lesser-taught languages, seriously hampers our ability to develop proficient foreign language speakers. For example, only 192 Bachelor’s degrees, 265 Master’s degrees, and 13 doctorates were awarded in 2000-2001 in foreign-language education. Dr. Nina Garrett, Director of Language Study at Yale University, stated: “We have nowhere near enough qualified teachers—and very limited prospects for training more than a handful of new ones—in the

---

* The University of Minnesota, San Francisco State University, Michigan State University, and Goucher College are all planning to expand their study abroad programs. (Commission on the Abraham Lincoln Study Abroad Fellowship Program, Global Competence and National Needs: One Million Americans Studying Abroad, (Washington, DC: Commission on the Abraham Lincoln Study Abroad Fellowship Program, November 2005)).

† The Global Proficiency Program awards students a certificate for studying, working or volunteering abroad; completing requirements in foreign languages, humanities, social studies, business, or education; participating in additional intercultural community service activities; and completing a “synthesis project” which requires integration and reflection on their experiences with the program.
vast majority of the less-commonly taught languages which learners want and need to learn and in which the Nation needs proficiency.” Ambassador Lemmon believes that the only long-term solution is to increase the entire pool of students and trained teachers: “We need wider pipelines of strong speakers, particularly in the less-commonly taught languages, to join the government. The pools of our educational system, together with the reservoirs of ‘heritage speakers,’ are potential sources to help meet these needs, but they need to be expanded far beyond the numbers currently available, and the pipelines need to begin earlier in our children’s learning career.”

Overall, fewer degrees in foreign languages and area studies are being conferred. Over a thirty-year period, from 1970 to 2000, the number of Bachelor’s degrees in foreign languages fell by 26 percent (from 20,536 to 15,146), while Master’s degrees declined by 46 percent (from 5,217 to 2,801). In 2000-2001, just 73 Bachelor’s degrees were awarded in Middle Eastern Studies, and 693 in Asian Studies. Even fewer Master’s degrees were awarded: 87 in Middle Eastern studies and 271 in Asian studies. Many universities do not even offer programs in Middle Eastern languages or area studies. The total number of undergraduate degrees awarded in Arabic in 2002 was six.

Higher Education and the Needs of Business

Over the next decade, many U.S. businesses plan to emphasize international expertise among staff at all levels, adding to the demand for international education. A majority of U.S. universities offer international business classes, due in part to the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business’s (AACSB) accreditation standard that a school’s curriculum must include topics that are “current and relevant” to the needs of the business community, such as the ability to operate in a global environment. However, in a 1999 survey of multinational business leaders, fewer than one-third agreed that “business schools are currently graduating an adequate supply of qualified entry-level international business personnel.” Across the public, for-profit, and non-profit sectors, human resource managers and line managers alike complain of a shortage of job candidates with multiple competencies, such as cognitive, interpersonal, and cross-cultural skills.

Indeed, in looking at which curricular areas to improve, business leaders would like to see a more interdisciplinary international business curriculum and a greater emphasis on learning about world regions and markets.

Our education system must be strengthened to produce globally competent citizens. Foreign language learning needs to begin in elementary school and continue through higher education. Elementary and secondary schools, as well as universities and professional schools, must instill in all students a more in-depth, sophisticated, and profound understanding of America’s place in the world, of the issues and cultures of other regions of the world, and of the international forces that affect their lives and their livelihoods.

The Media’s Role in Educating Citizens on International Issues

The media—radio, television, newspapers, magazines, and the internet—play a critical role in educating Americans about the world. The explosion in media

---

* In a 1994 survey of over 100 American CEOs, international business issues were seen as relevant for their firms, and nearly one-third of CEOs responded that international business issues were of critical importance to their company’s success. (Richard C. Hoffman and C. Gopinath, “The Importance of International Business to the Strategic Agenda of U.S. CEOs,” Journal of International Business Studies, vol. 25, issue 3, third quarter (1994), pp. 625-637.)
channels that has occurred over the last decade—the profusion of cable television channels, new applications of the internet and informal news media—present new opportunities to educate the public about other countries and regions, and how our world is becoming increasingly interconnected. However, only 38 seconds of a typical half-hour local newscast is devoted to foreign policy issues, including the war in Iraq.\textsuperscript{141} The decline in coverage of world events helped create an American populace that was stunned after September 11\textsuperscript{th} because many had never heard of Al Qaeda or understood the threat posed by Islamic terrorists, which had been building for years.\textsuperscript{142} There is demand for more international news: over 70 percent of the American public said they follow international affairs every day.\textsuperscript{143}

The media could develop a more culturally aware citizenry who will improve our cross-cultural relationships inside and outside our borders. The media can explain the importance of international studies and foreign language education by increasing coverage of foreign policy, world events, and issues affecting the lives of those outside the United States, as well as important international trends and issues affecting Americans’ economic and national security.
Encouraging Programs and Developments

Although there remains much to be done, many U.S. institutions—the federal government, schools and colleges, the states, and the business community—have begun to embrace the wider world in the past decade, and especially in the years following the terrorist attacks of 2001. In their actions, which are illustrated in the following section, we find guidance for the more vigorous and far-reaching steps that must be taken in the coming years.

New Interest in the Study of Middle Eastern and Asian Languages

Despite declines over the past 30 years in the number of foreign language degrees being conferred, the 9/11 terrorist attacks and the intensified war against international terrorism have generated renewed interest in the study of some of the lesser-taught languages, especially Middle Eastern and Asian languages, at both the K-12 and postsecondary levels. Even before the 2001 attacks, Americans began enrolling in Middle Eastern language courses in greater numbers. Postsecondary enrollments in Arabic, for example, nearly doubled between 1998 and 2002. The number of Americans studying Arabic at the American University in Cairo also has doubled since 2001, to about 480. In 2002, 85 students in American colleges and universities were enrolled in Persian/Farsi (compared with none in 1998); 14 in Pashto (none in 1998); 314 in Turkish; and 152 in Urdu. Postsecondary enrollments in some Asian languages also have risen. Enrollments in Chinese have increased by 20 percent from 1998 to 2002. At the pre-college level, courses in Japanese and Chinese are being added in some elementary and secondary schools, and new Advanced Placement exams in those languages will be offered in May 2007.

U.S.-China E-Language Learning System

The U.S.-China E-Language Learning System is a partnership between the Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China and the United States Department of Education to build an innovative internet English and Chinese language learning program, entitled “Chengo” (Chinese and English on the Go). This joint project is the largest educational cooperative project between the two organizations and is intended to test the feasibility of using Internet-based second-language learning in American and Chinese schools for students from ages 12-18. The program uses 35 episodes that are 50 minutes in length to give a lesson in pronunciation and writing around themes related to Chinese culture, with the overarching theme of the 2008 Beijing Olympics. After mastering the lessons, students play games to practice their new skills. The program is targeted to prepare American students for the Chinese SAT II and Advanced Placement exams and is connected to English curriculum standards in China.*

The e-Less Commonly Taught Languages Initiative

The e-Less Commonly Taught Languages Initiative (e-LCTL) is a joint project among the Higher Education Act (HEA) Title VI Centers for African, Asian, Latin American and Caribbean Studies, International Development, and Women in International Development, and in cooperation with Michigan State University’s Title VI Center for Language Education and Research. The e-LCTL Initiative is a multi-

* Visit www.elanguage.us, or www.ells.edu.cn, for more information.
faceted approach for developing capacity in the less-commonly taught languages. The website contains data on an array of topics, including enrollments in less-commonly taught languages, as well as the number and locations of universities and training centers that teach such languages and the variety of languages being taught.* The project has also set out to develop criteria for determining the highest-priority languages, and has created an international on-line database of internet modules for LCTL learning and course-planning that will allow linguists to coordinate their efforts in teaching Americans less-commonly taught languages.149

Centers for International Business Education and Research
The Centers for International Business Education and Research (CIBER) were created through the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988. These centers are located at 30 universities across the country, with more than 900 programs geared toward increasing the international competitiveness of U.S. firms. Their mission is to serve as a resource for the business and academic communities on international business issues. CIBER institutions teach business techniques and strategies with an international component, provide instruction in foreign languages critical for U.S. business, conduct research and training in the global aspects of trade and commerce, provide an outstanding international business education for students, hold events of interest to local businesses, and serve other regional higher education institutions and faculty. Their results are impressive: From 1989 to 1999, CIBER universities awarded degrees with international business concentrations to 70,000 students; coordinated internationalization workshops for over 18,000 faculty and Ph.D. students; supported 2,400 faculty and Ph.D. international business research projects; taught 3,613 commercial language courses to over 53,000 students; conducted training programs on international business for 56,000 executives; and offered 2,600 workshops and seminars for local business communities.150

Michigan State University and the University of Washington
Michigan State University and the University of Washington provide two examples of innovative partnerships between businesses and universities. At Michigan State University, CIBER has developed a web portal, globalEDGE, which provides comprehensive resources on many aspects of global business. It has become the leading online resource for global business knowledge.151

At the University of Washington, programs at the undergraduate and graduate school level pair teams of students with local businesses to work on international business projects. The MBA Field Study Program and the International Projects class offer business school students and undergraduates the opportunity to work on projects with local businesses. The teams develop recommendations to increase their competitiveness and to help them take advantage of business opportunities overseas. Some students even conduct research for Washington businesses while they are studying abroad.152 The University of Washington boasts the participation of over one hundred companies, including Microsoft and Starbucks.

State Leadership to Upgrade International Education
CED is encouraged to note that several states, and in particular governors, have shown commendable leadership in recent years by undertaking high-profile reforms to upgrade their schools’ international education programs. For example:

Delaware: The Delaware Department of Education joined the International Council of Delaware and the University of Delaware in conducting a baseline analysis of Delaware’s capacity in international education from kindergarten through postgraduate education. The state created new professional development tracks to prepare teachers in international topics and is creating a recommended statewide curriculum that would infuse international knowledge into all subject areas.153

New Jersey: Students must study world history and cultures for a minimum of one year, and are required to demonstrate proficiency in a world language for high-school graduation. An International Education Summit was held in the fall of 2004, and a five-year strategic plan is being developed by an advisory group for submission to the Governor, Commissioner of Education, and State Board of Education.154

North Carolina: The North Carolina in the World Initiative, based at the University of North Carolina’s Center for International Understanding and the
Governor’s office, is coordinating four leadership teams to develop strategies to expand international education throughout the state’s schools.\textsuperscript{155} 

\textbf{Wisconsin}: Wisconsin has created a curriculum guide for teachers demonstrating how to integrate international content into state standards at all grade levels and in all subjects.\textsuperscript{156} Wisconsin has formed an international education council, along with four regional leadership alliances, to coordinate and implement international education efforts across the state. The regional leadership alliances will be co-chaired by a business leader and an educator, and will focus on strengthening school and business partnerships.\textsuperscript{157} Foreign language enrollment in Wisconsin public schools has increased dramatically over the past decade.

\textbf{Wyoming}: The state legislature appropriated $5 million in 2004 to implement a K-6 foreign-language pilot program in fifty elementary schools for five years.\textsuperscript{158} 

Many states are beginning to include knowledge of Asia, Africa, Latin America, the Middle East and global issues in their social studies standards. Geography and economics have been incorporated in the standards of many states. The new Advanced Placement exams in World History and Human Geography are growing in popularity, and the decision by the College Board to add the first new Advanced Placement language courses in 40 years—Chinese, Japanese, Russian, and Italian—will give a boost to study in those languages.

\textbf{New Models for Internationalizing Our Schools} 

A growing number of schools around the country are demonstrating that it is possible to add international content and skills to the curriculum without diminishing basic subjects such as math, English and reading. They accomplish this in several creative ways, often by integrating international dimensions throughout the curriculum, and by using new technologies to expand the boundaries of learning. These efforts were augmented in 2003, when the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation provided a grant to the Asia Society to develop a network of ten small, international-themed urban secondary schools over five years.\textsuperscript{159} The schools will be located in New York City, Los Angeles, Charlotte, and other urban school districts across the nation. Half of these schools will serve grades 6-12, the other half grades 9-12. The following two schools are models that can be replicated across the country and are among the recipients of the Goldman Sachs Foundation Prizes for Excellence in International Education:\textsuperscript{*}

\textbf{John Stanford International School} 

The John Stanford International School is the only public immersion elementary school in Seattle, offering Spanish and Japanese immersion programs beginning in kindergarten. Students learn math and science in their immersion language, while language arts and social studies are taught in English. In addition, children learn about a different continent each year, and the school has “adopted” schools in Mexico and Tanzania. Students routinely score in the 70\textsuperscript{th} and 80\textsuperscript{th} percentiles on standardized tests in English and score well on tests of their immersion language as well.\textsuperscript{160} “The school was recently recognized by earning a ‘Best of the Best’ 2005 Intel and Scholastic Schools of Distinction Award for its partnerships with the University of Washington Language Learning Center and the Seattle business community.”\textsuperscript{161}

\textbf{International School of the Americas} 

This small, public high school in San Antonio, Texas, selects its student body through a lottery of middle schools throughout the city, choosing applicants on the basis of interest, rather than achievement. The curriculum has a global focus, with many innovative programs. Freshmen participate in a simulation of the world hunger problem, while sophomores engage in the model United Nations program and journey to Zacatecas, Mexico, to experience first-hand the art, culture, and history of that region. Juniors learn about the immigrant experience through an Ellis Island simulation in their American History courses, and seniors study government and economics at work through a trip to Washington, D.C. Graduation requirements include 120 hours of community service and a career-exploration internship in their junior or senior year. Freshmen and sophomores must earn an 80 average or above in their core academic courses. Student scores usually exceed Texas averages on standardized tests.\textsuperscript{162}

\* For more information and to see descriptions of other prize winners, please go to www.internationaled.org/prizes/about.htm.
**Recent Foreign Language and International Studies Legislation**

Signed into law by President George W. Bush on December 17, 2004, the Intelligence Reform Act includes several important provisions that strengthen programs in strategic languages.\(^{163}\) Intelligence agencies such as the CIA and FBI are called upon to develop and maintain their language programs. The bill requires the new National Intelligence Director to undertake a thorough review of the linguistic requirements for the new Intelligence Directorate, and to develop a plan to meet those requirements through the education, recruitment, and training of linguists.

The bill further establishes an Intelligence Community Scholarship Program to recruit and prepare students in critical areas for civilian careers in intelligence agencies. It charges the Secretary of State with increasing the number of Foreign Service Officers proficient in languages spoken in Muslim countries. A Civilian Linguistic Corps pilot program, comprised of individuals who are available to be called upon to perform federal service in areas relating to their language expertise, was authorized in the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2005.

A number of bills have been introduced recently to improve foreign language capabilities and international knowledge. For example, on May 19, 2005, Senator Daniel Akaka introduced the National Foreign Language Coordination Act of 2005, which proposes to create the position of “National Language Director” and a National Foreign Language Coordination Council to develop and manage the implementation of a federal foreign language strategy.\(^{164}\) The Council would identify priorities, increase public awareness of the importance of foreign language skills, coordinate efforts across sectors, and oversee the federal government’s foreign language activities. Other bills have targeted world regions, such as the U.S.-China Cultural Engagement Act, or a subject, such as the Teaching Geography is Fundamental Act. (See Appendix I for a timeline of developments in international studies and foreign language education, and Appendix II for an explanation of the major federal legislation pertaining to languages and international studies.)

**Visas for Foreign Students at American Colleges and Universities**

Recently, the U.S. Departments of State and Homeland Security have issued new rules easing visa restrictions for students and researchers working in fields deemed important to our national security, such as engineering, chemistry, and technology.\(^{165}\) The Department of State, in particular, has given priority in the visa process to students and scholars, adding 350 additional consular positions, and extending the length of time for which security clearances are valid.

Not only do foreign students contribute an estimated $13 billion annually to the U.S. economy,\(^{166}\) but they also allow us to “export” one of our world-leading products: the excellence of our postsecondary educational institutions. For decades, U.S. colleges and universities have trained many of the world’s most influential business professionals, economists, scientists, engineers, and politicians. We have exposed millions of future leaders to our democratic values and market economy, which in turn has facilitated American business and political goals abroad. However, delays in the visa process continue to reduce the number of international students on U.S. campuses.
V. Recommendations and Conclusion

“America now faces critical choices about who it is and wants to be in an increasingly interdependent world—choices that will have a profound impact on Americans, on other peoples and countries, and on future generations. Only a more engaged and more active constituency of Americans can encourage policymakers to support the kind of sustained investments, involvement, and leadership needed from the United States to tackle global challenges effectively.” Stephen Heintz, President, Rockefeller Brothers Fund and Walter Isaacson, President and CEO, Aspen Institute

Within the last decade we have begun to glimpse the contours of the twenty-first century. It will be a world transformed by new communications technologies, and by the dismantling of political, economic, and cultural boundaries and barriers. The graduates of our high schools, colleges, and universities will be finding their way, not in the bipolar postwar world we had known for five decades, but in an environment where yesterday’s emerging nations have become the new economic powerhouses. They also will confront new, decentralized threats to our national security, threats that may emerge from nations which practice unfamiliar customs and speak unfamiliar languages.

Historically, external challenges have galvanized America to pay greater attention to other countries’ cultures and languages. In World War II, the Army trained thousands in Japanese, German, and other languages deemed critical to the war effort, and enlisted such scholars as Ruth Benedict to help us understand the history and culture of our adversaries. The Cold War and the challenge of Sputnik in 1957 prompted the Congress to enact the National Defense Education Act, HEA Title VI, and the Fulbright international exchange programs. The National Security Education Program, begun in the early 1990s, responded to the breakup of the Soviet Union.

The attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon on September 11, 2001 are the Sputnik of our generation. A comparable response is needed to meet the challenges posed by international terrorism and a global economy.

We must act now because:

- Americans know too little about the world around them and about the international issues that affect their present and their future;
- Too few Americans are proficient in other languages, especially those critical languages that are vital to our security;
- The lack of international skills and knowledge threatens America’s economic competitiveness and national security; and
- Our inattention to other languages and cultures undermines our ability to be good citizens, both in our own country and in an increasingly interdependent world.

To have a citizenry that is knowledgeable of world regions, global issues, and foreign cultures, as well as conversant in other languages, we will need to strengthen the curriculum of the K-12 education system as well as that of our colleges, universities, and professional schools. Although there is much that can be done by states, governors, business leaders, and others, leadership by the Federal government will be crucial in jump-starting this effort. CED estimates that new federal funding totaling nearly $175 million per year for five years, which is outlined in
detail below, would help prepare new and experienced teachers to bring international education into their classrooms; expand, improve, and develop international studies and foreign language education; and encourage students to pursue advanced study and careers in these areas. Recognizing the already enormous U.S. budget deficit, federal funding should be prioritized such that resources for these programs come from spending reductions in other areas.

CED Recommendations

1. **CED recommends that international content be taught across the curriculum and at all levels of learning, to expand American students' knowledge of other countries and cultures.**

   International content should be integrated into each state's K-12 curriculum standards and assessment criteria. While proficiency in the core subject areas of reading, math, and science is certainly important, international studies deserve adequate instructional time in America's classrooms. Students can receive added exposure to international studies by incorporating global content and perspectives into existing curricula. In addition, elementary and secondary schools should increase course offerings focusing solely on international topics, such as geography, world history, and area studies. Reauthorization of the No Child Left Behind Act should include accountability provisions regarding international studies.

   **States should require every high school graduate to demonstrate global literacy.** High school graduates should achieve proficiency in at least one language in addition to their primary language, and demonstrate knowledge of the geography and cultures of major regions of the world as well as an understanding of global issues (such as economic development, energy, environmental concerns, poverty, and public health).

   **Congress should enact an Education for Global Leadership Act that provides funds to modernize and globalize the curricula of elementary and secondary schools.** Funds should be awarded to help states and school districts design and create curricula with innovative approaches to international content, and apply new technologies—such as the internet and distance learning—to bring the world into our classrooms. In addition, new model schools dedicated to international studies could develop and disseminate best practices, and train teachers for other schools in the state. The Education for Global Leadership Act would require $50 million annually for five years, and would complement the NCLB Title V legislation that is dedicated to establishing and improving foreign language programs in elementary and secondary schools.*

   **Teachers should receive professional development training to ensure that they are prepared to teach an international curriculum.** Funding should be provided for professional development initiatives, including teacher training and summer institutes, so that teachers can update and expand their own knowledge of geography, world history, and today's international issues.† An increase of $10 million in funding to Title II of NCLB should be dedicated for teacher professional development in international studies.§

   **Colleges and universities should form partnerships with elementary and secondary schools in order to make available their expertise in international studies.** These collaborations should be substantive, multi-disciplinary, and long-term. Many colleges and universities have moved in recent years to expand their international programs and these institutions should work with elementary and secondary schools to do the same.¶

   **Colleges and universities should internationalize their campuses.** Internationalization efforts should

---

* The Education for Global Leadership Act is estimated to cost, on average, $1 million per state per year, totaling $250 million over five years.
† Current legislation, the Teaching Geography is Fundamental Act (S. 1376), requests $15 million annually over five years to provide grants for teacher professional development and other programs specifically focused on improving geographic literacy in K-12 education.
‡ In FY 2005, NCLB provided $585 million for professional development. Roughly $50 million was for history or social studies. The proposal is therefore a 20 percent increase in the funding directed to international studies.
¶ Funding for partnerships between institutions of higher education and elementary and secondary schools is covered under the increased funding for Title VI of HEA.
include expanding study-abroad opportunities and encouraging greater participation by integrating study abroad into the curricula of all majors, making opportunities affordable for all students, and promoting the importance of overseas experience for personal and career development. To the extent possible, these programs should be at least a full semester in length, encourage study in a language other than English, and allow for greater interaction with host country citizens. Faculty development should include overseas experience, and college and university presidents, provosts, and administrators should champion international education at their schools. Recent funding increases in educational and cultural exchange programs, such as the Fulbright and Gilman Programs, should be maintained. In addition, funding for the ten programs that increase student and faculty expertise in foreign languages and international studies under Title VI of the Higher Education Act should be increased by $15 million.*

Teacher education programs in colleges and universities should include a strong international component. Current teacher education programs provide little exposure to international topics and few prospective teachers study abroad. To better prepare new teachers to integrate and teach international studies in their classrooms, colleges and universities must incorporate international studies courses into their own teacher education programs. In reauthorizing the Higher Education Act, funding for Title II teacher education programs should increase by $10 million.†

Corporations should play a more active role in supporting education initiatives that help to produce graduates with cross-cultural competencies. U.S. businesses and multinational corporations should increase their financial support for a broad range of projects to internationalize American education, from the elementary through post-graduate levels. Such efforts might include: offering more international internship opportunities for U.S. students; supporting the use of Internet and distance learning technology to bring global perspectives to elementary and secondary education; and endowing chairs and advanced study centers in U.S. colleges and universities.

2. CED recommends expanding the training pipeline at every level of education to address the paucity of Americans fluent in foreign languages, especially critical, less-commonly taught languages such as Arabic, Chinese, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Persian/Farsi, Russian, and Turkish.

Federal language initiatives should encourage states and local school districts to implement language programs in the elementary grades and offer more advanced language classes in middle schools and high schools. The pipeline of critical language learners should begin in elementary school and continue through postsecondary education. The Foreign Language Assistance Program (FLAP) under Title V of NCLB, which provides grants to state educational agencies to develop model programs that establish, improve, or expand foreign language study in elementary and secondary schools, should be expanded and an additional $18 million in funding provided.‡

In addition, the Department of Defense’s K-16 Pipeline Project, a component of the National Security Education Program, should be expanded. Currently one university has a K-16 Pipeline project underway, providing Chinese language instruction to advanced students while developing a coherent Chinese language sequence for elementary, middle, and high schools. The Pipeline Project should be expanded to include additional languages with $3 million in funding.§

---

* Total funding for HEA Title VI is $107 million and the International and Foreign Language Studies Act of 2005 (S. 1105), requests appropriations of $120 million for HEA Title VI programs in fiscal year 2006, an increase approximately equal to this recommendation.
† In FY 2004, $29 million was granted to 25 colleges and universities to improve teacher education programs, and so this recommendation is approximately a one-third increase.
‡ FLAP grants require that states provide a dollar for dollar match. Currently, 12 states or local education agencies have received grants, and funding in FY 2005 was approximately $18 million. To broaden the effects of this program and the number of states participating, funding should double to $36 million annually.
§ The existing K-16 Chinese Pipeline Project has received about $700,000 in funding. Developing pipeline projects for the additional four languages in the National Flagship Language Initiative is estimated to cost $3 million.
Expanding foreign language instruction in elementary and secondary schools, particularly in critical languages, will require increased professional development for teachers and employing the resources of our heritage-language communities. Higher education institutions should partner with state and local education agencies to provide professional development in foreign language instruction. Funding for these activities, through Title VI of the Higher Education Act, may require $50 million in new funding. In addition, Governors should take the lead in developing incentives for alternative certification routes to facilitate native-language speakers into the teaching profession. Schools of education should actively recruit potential teachers of critical languages and support them in high quality pre-service and new teacher induction programs.

To encourage enrollment in higher education programs that lead to careers as language professionals, the federal government should support advanced critical language learning centers and consider incentives, such as loan forgiveness and scholarships. Over the next decade, tens of thousands of students should be trained in critical, less-commonly taught languages. The Department of Defense’s National Flagship Language Initiative, part of the National Security Education Program, establishes critical language training centers at colleges and universities. There are currently language centers for five of the eight critical languages at nine different college campuses. The Flagship programs should be expanded to include other universities and additional languages with $3 million in new funding.

In addition, scholarship, grant, or loan forgiveness programs could encourage students to pursue study in critical languages. For example, in a program similar to the National Health Service Corps, undergraduate or graduate students who major in a critical foreign language would agree to pursue a career in the federal government for a given period of time after graduation in exchange for scholarships or federal educational loan forgiveness. A program for critical language graduates may cost about $5 million a year. Similarly, the National Security Education Program (NSEP) awards scholarships to undergraduate and graduate students to study in countries critical to national security in exchange for working in the Departments of Defense, Homeland Security, State, or the intelligence community. To continue to fund NSEP and expand its impact, funding totaling $8.5 million annually should be provided. For low-income students, incentives outlined in the proposed National SMART Grant program would provide supplemental Pell Grants to encourage students to major in a critical language.

Providing supplemental Pell Grants for third- and fourth-year undergraduates majoring in a critical language is estimated to cost less than $1 million a year.

To develop a reservoir of critical language practitioners quickly, the federal government should streamline recruitment and training of critical-language and heritage-language speakers. The growing backlog of untranslated intelligence and the increasing need for diplomatic efforts abroad require

---

* The National Security Language Act (H.R. 115) requests appropriations of $48 million in FY 2006 (and the following years as necessary) for a grant program to provide professional development through partnerships between local schools and foreign language departments at colleges and universities for increased foreign language learning in elementary schools.

† The National Security Education Program Trust Fund, which funds the Flagship and Pipeline programs in addition to other NSEP programs, will have exhausted its resources in FY 2005. Renewed funding for the existing Flagship and Pipeline programs, though annual appropriations would cost $7.5 million, and another $3 million would allow for program expansion of the remaining three critical languages.

‡ The National Health Service Corps, established in 1970, assists localities with too few health care professionals. Health care providers participating in the Corps agree to practice in a targeted area for a designated period of time in exchange for scholarships or federal educational loan forgiveness.

§ The National Security Education Program (NSEP) funding was approximately $6.5 million in FY 2005 under the National Security Education Program Trust Fund. Continued funding for this program under annual appropriations would require $6.5 million and an additional $2 million would allow for program expansion.

** NSEP funding was approximately $6.5 million in FY 2005 under the National Security Education Program Trust Fund. Continued funding for this program under annual appropriations would require $6.5 million and an additional $2 million would allow for program expansion.

¥ The Higher Education Amendments of 2005 (S. 1614) proposes establishing a National Science and Mathematics Access to Retain Talent Grant (commonly referred to as the “National SMART Grant”), which would award third- and fourth-year Pell Grant-eligible students majoring in math, science, technology, engineering, or a critical foreign language an additional $1,500 grant for the academic year.
less-bureaucratic processes for recruiting and hiring critical-language speakers. In addition, programs supporting English-language learning for heritage speakers of critical languages should be supported.

University professional programs, such as schools of business administration, engineering, and medicine, should consider incentives to encourage students to pursue high-level foreign language study. Schools of business administration should institute foreign-language requirements, and include classes on the culture and languages of areas of the world, such as Asia, that are growing in business importance.

3. CED recommends that national leaders—political leaders, as well as the business and philanthropic communities, and the media—inform the public about the importance of improving education in foreign languages and international studies.

The President should host a White House Conference on Education for Global Leadership. The Conference would bring together business, education, and national-security leaders to assess how our education system—kindergarten through postsecondary—can be strengthened to ensure that America maintains its economic and national security.

At the state level, governors should take advantage of opportunities to educate their citizens about the link between international commerce and jobs in their states. Some states, such as Delaware and North Carolina, have already convened statewide meetings or taskforces addressing global issues and educational requirements, and additional states should follow suit.

Governors should convene a high-level review of their state’s K-12 curriculum and standards by business and education leaders to determine whether they reflect global content. The state board of education and business leaders should work with the Governor on curricula reviews, which would examine whether policies are in place to promote international knowledge and skills in the schools. The review would include an evaluation of the state’s existing standards, assessments, and graduation requirements to determine whether they include adequate international content.

Business leaders should champion the issues of international studies and foreign language education by articulating why Americans need to learn more about the world. Corporate leaders should communicate, both within their own companies and to the broader community, why global issues and foreign languages are important to business. Business leaders should make a greater effort to articulate to college and university faculty, administrators, and students, and especially to schools of business, what skills and knowledge are valuable in doing business with the rest of the world.

Private philanthropic foundations should intensify their efforts to support an international perspective in the curricula of our elementary and secondary schools. Foundations can play a larger role in supporting demonstration projects, statewide planning meetings, and innovative approaches to developing programs in international studies and foreign languages, particularly the less-commonly taught languages.

The media should increase coverage of global issues and highlight educational programs that are preparing students to become global citizens. The media should take advantage of every opportunity to call attention to success stories where schools are finding innovative ways of teaching their students about the world, and to inform the public about the important international trends and issues that affect America’s economic and national security.

Conclusion

The forces of globalization will continue to present challenges to our economic security, national security, and multicultural society. As national economies grow ever more interconnected, American corporations doing business at home and abroad will increasingly depend on employees who have a broad and sophisticated understanding of the world—its languages, cultures, and politics.

To keep America safe in our rapidly changing world, knowledge of foreign languages and cultures should no longer be considered esoteric skills solely for experts. We cannot allow intelligence information to go months without being translated, our troops overseas to be linguistically isolated, and our cultural diplomacy efforts to be hampered by a lack of foreign-language speakers.
As the United States becomes increasingly diverse within its own shores, knowledge of other countries and languages is essential if our workplaces, schools, and communities are to embrace their diversity and maintain our civic culture.

The new global world in which we live makes a host of demands on Americans and on the education system that prepares them. Leadership in the twenty-first century will depend not only on strengthening our students’ reading, math, and science skills, but also on helping them become citizens of the world by expanding their knowledge of other countries, cultures, and languages. Our national security and our economic prosperity ultimately depend on how well we educate today’s students to become tomorrow’s global leaders.
Appendix I: A Timeline of Important Developments in International Studies and Foreign Language Education*

1936: At the Pan American Conference for the Maintenance of Peace, the U.S. delegation unanimously approves a Convention for the Promotion of Inter-American Cultural Relations, one of the first efforts in U.S. cultural diplomacy. The delegation called for exchanges of professors, teachers, and students among American countries.

1946: Congress enacts the Fulbright-Hays Act of 1946 introduced by Senator J. William Fulbright. The original legislation allocated funds for educators to exchange jobs with teachers from other countries.

1948: Congress enacts the United States Information and Cultural Exchange Act of 1948 (the Smith-Mundt Act), establishing the framework for cultural and educational exchange programs.

1957: The Soviet Union launches Sputnik.

1958: The National Defense Education Act (NDEA) is enacted, identifying languages deemed essential for the national defense. NDEA’s Title VI, called “Language Development,” was comprised of two parts: Part A focused on language area centers, fellowships, and research and studies; and Part B’s focused on advanced training of elementary and secondary language teachers at language institutes.

1961: Congress updates and expands the 1946 Act and incorporates the framework of the Smith-Mundt Act to pass the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange, or Fulbright-Hays, Act of 1961. The Act supports academic, professional, youth, and cultural exchange programs, most notably the Fulbright Program, which awards grants to U.S. citizens (students, educators, scholars, and professionals) to study overseas as well as grants to non-U.S. citizens to pursue educational opportunities in the United States.

1962: President Kennedy issues an Executive Order assigning Section 102(b)(6) of the Fulbright-Hays Act to the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. This section later became a part of Title VI of the Higher Education Act (HEA). The original Section 102(b)(6) of Fulbright-Hays supported four initiatives: Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad; Faculty Research Abroad; Group Projects Abroad; and Foreign Curriculum Consultants (FCC). Although the Consultants program no longer exists, a Seminars Abroad program was added in the 1960s.


1966: President Johnson proposes the International Education Act of 1966 and, although enacted, never receives funding. The Act called for broad-based programs to internationalize U.S. education and to promote exchanges with other nations.


* For information on new legislation related to international studies and foreign language education, please visit the Joint National Committee for Languages and the National Council for Languages and International Studies’ website at www.languagepolicy.org.
of business, government, universities, and other nonprofit institutions. The problem, as defined by the Commission, was Americans’ “scandalous” incompetence in foreign languages, and the report concluded, “Nothing less is at issue than the nation’s security.”

1980: NDEA’s language programs are included within the HEA as Title VI. A new Part B provides grants for the Business and International Education program.

1983: The National Commission on Excellence in Education released the landmark report *A Nation at Risk*, recommending the study of two years of foreign language for college-bound students as one of the five basic components of a high school education.

1986: Title VI of HEA is reauthorized to include Language Resource Centers in order to improve the effectiveness of the teaching and learning of foreign languages.

1988: Congress enacts the Foreign Language Assistance Program (FLAP) in Title V of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). FLAP provides grants to schools for the establishment of language programs. Title VI of the HEA is reauthorized and the Centers for International Business Education become a new section of Part B.

1991: The National Security Education Act of 1991 establishes the National Security Education Program (NSEP), with resources for scholarships, fellowships, and grants. Its mission is to develop national capacity to enhance U.S. citizens’ understanding of foreign cultures, strengthen U.S. economic competitiveness, and enhance international cooperation and security.

1992: Title VI of HEA is reauthorized and two new programs are added: the American Overseas Research Centers, which support centers abroad to promote research and exchange in language and area studies; and the Institute for International Public Policy, which became a section in Part C, and increased the number of underrepresented minorities in international careers. The Foreign Language Incentive Program (FLIP) is included with FLAP, but is not subsequently reauthorized. Under the FLIP program, the Secretary of Education awards grants to public elementary schools for programs leading to competency in a foreign language.

1994: The U.S. Office of Educational Research and Improvement conducts a study of U.S.-based corporations with over 400,000 employees. It finds that U.S. corporations are beginning to value second language proficiency more highly, and that employers view the emphasis on multiculturalism and diversity in college courses as positive preparation for work in a global economy.

March 1994: President Clinton signs Public Law 103-227, the Goals 2000: Educate America Act. Goal 3 states: “By the year 2000, United States students will leave grades 4, 8, and 12 having demonstrated competency over…foreign languages, civics and government, economics, arts, history, and geography…” It continues: “the percentage of students who are competent in more than one language will substantially increase; and all students will be knowledgeable about the diverse heritage of our Nation and about the world community.”

1998: HEA Title VI is reauthorized to include the Technological Innovation and Cooperation for Foreign Information Access Program. Its purpose is to promote innovative uses of technology for collecting and disseminating information from foreign sources.

April 2000: President Clinton issues an Executive Memorandum requesting federal agencies take steps to promote and facilitate international education.

November 2000: President Clinton proclaims the first International Education Week.

November 2000: President and Mrs. Clinton host the first White House Conference on Culture and Diplomacy, chaired by Secretary of State Madeleine Albright.

2001: The Asia Society releases the report “Asia in the Schools: Preparing Young Americans for Today’s Interconnected World,” in which they find that American students are “dangerously uniformed about international matters, especially Asia.”

Congress passes the No Child Left Behind Act, which recognizes foreign languages as a core subject area, but testing is not required.

April 2001: Introduced by Senators John Kerry and Richard Lugar, the Senate unanimously passes Senate Concurrent Resolution 7, “expressing the sense of
Congress that the United States should establish an international education policy...”

**September 11, 2001:** Terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.

**December 2001:** Senator Richard Durbin introduces Senate bill 1799, the Homeland Security Education Act, which provides grants to colleges to offer math, science, and technology courses in other languages. It also encourages early study of foreign languages and proposes the National Flagship Language Initiative (NFLI).

**2002:** The National Geographic/Roper survey of young adults shows that U.S. students lag behind their international peers in knowledge of geography and current events.

HEA Title VI appropriations increase by an unprecedented 26 percent, with additional funds targeted on languages and studies related to the Middle East and Central and South Asia. Despite this record increase, the spending does not restore many programs to Cold War appropriations levels.

**January 2002:** The General Accounting Office releases the report, “Foreign Languages: Human Capital Approach Needed to Correct Staffing and Proficiency Shortfalls.” The report states that for FY 2001, the Army had a 44 percent shortfall in the hiring of translators and interpreters in Arabic, Korean, Mandarin Chinese, Persian/Farsi, and Russian. The State Department had a 26 percent shortfall, while the FBI had a 13 percent shortfall.

**July 2002:** House passes HR 3969, the Freedom Promotion Act of 2002, introduced by Representative Henry Hyde, which provides for several major exchange initiatives to Muslim countries.

**September 2002:** Congress, through the FY 2003 Intelligence Authorization Act, authorizes NSEP’s effort to implement NFLI and to investigate the feasibility of a Civilian Linguist Reserve Corps, comprised of U.S. citizens with advanced proficiency in foreign languages, which could be called upon to perform duties for the federal government. The NFLI is the nation’s first major partnership between the federal government and higher education to implement a national system of programs designed to produce advanced language competency in critical languages.

**March 2003:** The U.S. Department of Education releases its plan for FY 2004. Objective 2.5 is to “improve U.S. students’ knowledge of world languages, regions, and international issues and build international ties in the field of education.” Objective 5.6 is to “increase the capacity of U.S. postsecondary education institutions to teach world languages, area studies, and international issues.”

**June 2003:** The Asia Society and the Goldman Sachs Foundation award their first prizes for Excellence in International Education in order to identify and recognize the best examples of international education in the United States.

**September 2003:** Representative Peter Hoekstra introduces HR 3077, to reauthorize support for HEA Title VI programs. The bill includes a new, controversial provision, Section 633, which calls for an International Higher Education Advisory Board to ensure that HEA Title VI programs discuss diverse perspectives on international affairs.

**November 2003:** Senate passes the Homeland Security Federal Workforce Act (S. 589) introduced by Senator Daniel Akaka. The bill proposes programs for the recruitment and retention of federal employees with expertise in areas critical to national security, such as foreign languages.

**December 2003:** Representative Rush Holt introduces the National Security Language bill (HR 3676) to increase federal investment in foreign language education, especially in critical languages. Among the proposals: provide loan forgiveness for university students who major in a critical language and then work for the federal government or as a language teacher; provide grants to U.S. universities to establish intensive language study programs and develop programs to encourage advanced science and technology studies in a foreign language; and establish grants for foreign language partnerships between local school districts and university foreign language departments.

**January 2004:** Congress passes the FY 2004 budget, which includes a provision to establish the Abraham Lincoln Study Abroad Fellowship to expand opportunities for U.S. students to study abroad, particularly in developing countries.
June 2004: The National Language Conference takes place at the University of Maryland, bringing together federal and state government agencies, business leaders, academics, and language experts to discuss strategic approaches to meeting the nation's language needs in the twenty-first century.

July 2004: Senator Christopher Dodd introduces the International and Foreign Language Studies Act of 2004 (S. 2727), which would amend Part A of Title VI of the Higher Education Act to extend fellowships for foreign language and area studies to undergraduates and to increase appropriations.

December 2004: President Bush signs Public Law 108-458, the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004. The legislation calls on the CIA and FBI to develop and maintain their language programs, and on the Secretary of State to increase the number of Foreign Service Officers proficient in the languages spoken in Muslim countries. There is a provision to establish programs for the expansion of U.S. scholarship and exchange programs in the Islamic world.

December 2004: President Bush signs Public Law 108-487, the Intelligence Authorization Act for FY 2005. It increases funding for the NFLI as well as the number of participating institutions. It authorizes the Secretary of Defense and the Director of National Intelligence to carry out a program to advance skills in critical foreign languages.

January 2005: Representative Rush Holt reintroduces the National Security Language Act, as HR 115, with the same provisions as HR 3676.


February 2005: Representative Patrick Tiberi introduces the International Studies in Higher Education Act of 2005 to amend and extend Title VI of HEA.

February 2005: Senate unanimously passes Senate Resolution 28, designating 2005 as the “Year of Foreign Language Study,” introduced by Senator Christopher Dodd. Representative Rush Holt introduces House Resolution 122 recognizing 2005 as the Year of Languages. Senators Norm Coleman and Jeff Bingaman introduce the American Competitiveness Through International Openness Now (ACTION) Act of 2005, which would amend the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 to develop a strategic marketing plan to attract foreign students, update criteria for visa approval and admittance to the United States, and increase the “timeliness and certainty” in the student visa process.

March 2005: Representatives Jim Kolbe and James Oberstar submit House Resolution 100, which calls for the establishment of an international education policy.

April 2005: Senators Russ Feingold and Chuck Hagel submit Senate Resolution 104, the “People-to-People Engagement in World Affairs Resolution,” which calls upon the Secretary of State to coordinate the creation of an online database of international exchange, volunteer, and related programs.


May 2005: Senator Daniel Akaka introduces the National Language Coordination Act of 2005 (S. 1089). This bill creates a National Language Director and a National Foreign Language Coordination Council, which would implement a foreign language strategy for the federal government.

May 2005: Senator Christopher Dodd introduces the International and Foreign Language Studies Act of 2005 (S. 1105), which would amend and extend Title VI of the Higher Education Act.


July 2005: Senator Thad Cochran introduces the Teaching Geography is Fundamental Act (S. 1376), which focuses on improving the geographic literacy of K-12 students as well as professional development programs for teachers.
**July 2005:** The House Education and Workforce Committee reauthorizes the Higher Education Act, which includes the International Studies in Higher Education Act.

**November 2005:** Senator Richard Durbin introduces, and the Senate subsequently passes, Senate Resolution 308, designating 2006 as the “Year of Study Abroad.”

**January 5, 2006:** President Bush announces the National Security Language Initiative, which aims to help Americans develop advanced proficiency in critical languages by starting language education in elementary school, increasing the number of foreign language teachers, and expanding immersion and study abroad programs.
Appendix II: Major Federal Legislation Pertaining to International Studies and Foreign Language Education

Fulbright-Hays Act (also known as the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act)

**Year Enacted:** 1946; revised and expanded in 1961.

**Supports:** Cultural exchange programs for scholars, professionals, and youth (about 20 programs annually); and cultural exchange programs, most notably the Fulbright Program, which awards approximately 1,000 grants to U.S. citizens (students, educators, scholars, and professionals) to study overseas, and awards approximately 3,000 grants to non-U.S. citizens to pursue educational opportunities in the United States. Other exchange programs include the Benjamin Gilman program (providing Americans with financial need opportunities to study abroad), the International Visitor Leadership Program (foreign leaders travel to the U.S. for professional development), and the Citizen Exchange Program (awards grants to U.S. non-profits for professional, cultural, institutional, and community exchanges).

**Funding:** The Fulbright Program: Appropriation made through the Department of State. Participating governments and host institutions also contribute financial support through direct cost sharing, as well as through tuition waivers, university housing, and other benefits. In FY 2005, the Fulbright program received a Congressional appropriation of $144.5 million and foreign governments contributed another $37 million. However, the overall number of grantees has declined from 1993 to 2002 (from 6,518 to 5,099). Educational and Cultural Exchanges (including the Fulbright Program) received an increase in appropriations from $360.7 million in 2005 to $431.8 million FY 2006. The “Support for East European Democracy” and “Economic Support Fund” exchanges received no funding support in the President’s 2006 budget request. These programs foster personal and professional relationships between Americans and countries of the former Soviet Union.

Title VI of the Higher Education Act of 1965

**Year Enacted:** HEA was enacted in 1965; Title VI was incorporated in 1980.

**Supports:** Title VI includes ten programs: the National Resource Centers, Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowships, International Research and Studies, the Undergraduate International Studies and Foreign Language Program, the Business and International Education Program, Centers for International Business Education, Language Resource Centers, American Overseas Research Centers, the Institute for International Public Policy, and the Technological Innovation and Cooperation for Foreign Information Access Program. Section 102(b)(6), commonly known as Fulbright-Hays, supports an additional four programs: Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad, Faculty Research Abroad, Group Projects Abroad, and Seminars Abroad.

**Funding:** Proposed for FY 2006: for domestic programs, $92.6 million (NRC and FLAS receive about two-thirds of Title VI funds); for overseas programs (Fulbright-Hays), $12.7 million; and for the Institute for International Public Policy, $1.6 million, for a total of $106.9 million. This funding level is the same as FY 2005. However, Title VI funding did increase by $3.2 million in 2005, after a $4 million decrease in 2004.
Foreign Language Assistance Program (FLAP) and Foreign Language Incentive Program (FLIP)

**Year Enacted:** 1988 and 1990, respectively.

**Supports:** FLAP awards grants of three years to both state and local educational agencies to develop model programs that establish, improve, or expand foreign language study in elementary and secondary schools under Title V of the No Child Left Behind Act. Under FLIP, the Department of Education makes an incentive payment each fiscal year to public elementary schools that provide students with programs leading to competency in a foreign language.

**Funding:** The President requested no funding for FLAP in the FY 2005 or 2006 budgets. FLAP did, however, receive an appropriation of $18 million in FY 2005. Seventy-five percent of program funds are targeted for elementary schools. FLIP was included with FLAP in the 1990s, but has not been reauthorized.


**Year Enacted:** 1991

**Supports:** Three major programs. Two programs support scholarships for undergraduates and fellowships for graduate students to pursue overseas study in languages and area studies critical to national security. Students receiving the awards must agree to work in the Departments of Defense, Homeland Security, or State, or the intelligence community for a period of time equivalent to the duration of their grant support, but not less than one year.

The third program, the National Flagship Language Initiative (NFLI), supports programs in universities to produce graduates with advanced proficiency in critical languages. The program focuses on Arabic, Chinese, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Persian, Russian, and Turkish. Pilot programs exist for Arabic, Chinese, Korean, Persian, and Russian. The Boren Undergraduate Fellowships program is administered by the Institute of International Education; Boren Graduate Fellowships are administered by the Academy for Educational Development; and the NFLI is administered by the National Security Education Program office and the National Foreign Language Center at the University of Maryland.

**Funding:** NSEP funding has been provided by the National Security Education Program Trust Fund, which was authorized in the Intelligence Authorization Act. NSEP received an appropriation of $8 million for the scholarship and fellowship programs. One and a half million of these funds went to the NFLI and an additional $6 million was transferred from the Intelligence Community Management Account for this program in 2005. The Trust Fund will be phased out in 2006 and funding will come from appropriations. Currently, the Targeting Terrorists More Effectively Act of 2005 (S. 12), would appropriate $20 million for the NFLI for each fiscal year after 2005.
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CED COUNTERPART ORGANIZATIONS

Close relations exist between the Committee for Economic Development and independent, nonpolitical research organizations in other countries. Such counterpart groups are composed of business executives and scholars and have objectives similar to those of CED, which they pursue by similarly objective methods. CED cooperates with these organizations on research and study projects of common interest to the various countries concerned. This program has resulted in a number of joint policy statements involving such international matters as energy, assistance to developing countries, and the reduction of nontariff barriers to trade.
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